My Friend Edward
JOSEPH EPSTEIN

"D

0 YOU KNOW any intelligent people in this city?" Saul Bellow
asked me one nigh t in 1973, not long after I had met him.
Before I could reply, he said, answering his own question, "I know
three: Harold Rosenberg, David Grene, and Edward Shils."
All three men, along with Bellow himself, were then members of
the Committee on Social Thought at the University of Chicago.
Harold Rosenberg, then also the art critic for The New Yorker, invented
the useful phrase "a herd of independent minds." David Grene, who
has a reputation for being a spirited teacher, is the translator of
Herodotus and the great Athenian playwrights. I didn't know much
about Edward Shils-although I had read his essays in Encounter
except that he was a social scientist, and, when I was an undergradu
ate at the University of Chicago, he was known for being a very formi
dable figure, distinctly not a man to fool with. I only subsequently
learned that he had had the decisive hand in designing what for me
were the best courses I had taken at that school, the courses in the
College called Social Science II and History. I was, then, already in
debt to Edward Shils without knowing it. Over the following years,
from 1973 until his death on January 23,1995, this debt would grow
beyond reckoning.
Perhaps because his prose was chaste, even severe, I pictured Ed
ward Shils as tall, slender, a bit gaunt. I couldn't have been more
wrong. \'\'hen Saul Bellow showed up at my apartment with Edward
one night, I discovered a man of five foot eight, portly (though \vith
no flabbiness or anything soft about him), a paucity of rather wispy
grayish hair, and the florid coloring that suggested the potential pug
nacity of a former redhead. He carried, but didn't really use, a walk
ing stick, and he wore a tweedy getup of various shades of brown \\ith
a green wool tie and an Irish hat. I took him, correctly, to be a man of
good taste for whom personal vanity had a low priority. I watched his
eyes roam across my living room, checking the books in my glassed-in
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bookcases, the prints on my walls, the plants on my windowsills.
Clearly, he ,,·as, as Henry James says one must always try to be, a man
on whom nothing was lost.
.
\Ve dined at a Korean restaurant on Clark Street, a~d Edward
interrogated me, calling me Mr. Epstein. He wanted to know what I
was writing and for whom. He asked what I was teaching (I had begun
to teach at 1\orthwestern University that year). He inquired about
what I happened to be reading at the moment. When I told him that
I was reading Alison Lurie's novel The War Between the Tates, he tersely
replied, "A book, I take it, about academic screwing." I wouldn't have
thought to formulate it quite that way, but of course that is exactly
what the book is about. He obviously hadn't read it, but somewhere
along the way he had read another Alison Lurie novel, and, such was
his ability to extrapolate, he didn't need to read any more of them.
Later in the evening I described someone as a political scientist.
'With the scientist understood," he inserted, before deftly conveying
a bit of pork and rice to his mouth on his chopsticks, "as in Christian
Scientist."
I met Edv;ard Shils around the time that his and Saul Bellow's
friendship was under great, and complicated, strain, and, for a while,
I found myself in the middle, friends to them both. They had been
quite close-Bellow's biographer James Atlas has told me that Edward
made substantial editorial suggestions that much improved Mr.
Sammler's Planet, my own favorite among Bellow's novels. The morn
ing after Bellow introduced us, I told him over the phone how re
markable I found Edward. Bellow replied that Edward was his "alter
super-ego." Edward would have preferred the word cOnscience, for
when I knew him he never took Freud all that seriously. I subse
quen tly learned that he performed the function of conscience for a ..
number of people-many students along with some professors-and
indeed for entire institutions. It is an invaluable senrice, but not one
that everybody finds congenial or that pays handsome dividends to
the person willing to take it up.
As Saul Bellow and Edward pulled further apart, Edward and I
became closer. For me, this was an immense piece of good fortune.
My friendship with Edward, it didn't take me long to realize, was to be
the crucial intellectual event of my life. Although by the time I had
met him I was thirty-six years old-he was then sixty-three-and had
already published a book and perhaps sixty or seventy articles and
re\riews in magazines, not long after meeting him my writing began to
change; it could scarcely have been othenvise, for so, under the influ
ence of Edward's presence, had my \riew of the world. He had re
leased something in me that made life seem richer and writing about
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it consequently more joyous. As a writer, I began to see the world as
simultaneously more complex and more amusing; to feel a fine surge
in confidence; to be concerned scarcely at all about anyone's good
opinion--except Edward's.
A small number of people called him Ed, but it was generally a
mistake to do so. He himself did not go to first names easily, and to
diminuti....es never. I was always Joseph to him, he Edward to me. I am
not sure how I was able to break through to address him by his first
name, or why he early chose to call me by mine, though I am glad
that this happened. He had students, acquaintances, really quite dear
friends of several decades whom he continued to call Mr. or Mrs. or
Miss; they usually called him Professor Shils. It was part of his formal
ity; and Edward's formality was a reminder that the word formality has
its root in the word formidable.
Edward never went out of the house without a suit or sport coat,
necktie, hat, and walking stick. (The ones he carried were thick and
dark, knotty and gnarled, sturdy not elegant appurtenances.) He
spoke with a mid-Atlantic accent-he had been teaching half the year
in England, first at the London School of Economics, then at Cam
bridge, since just after World War II-often with a pronunciation
system of his own devising. For example, a columnist in Chicago
named Kupcinet, who pronounces his name exactly as it is spelled,
Edward always called Kupchinesque. When I told him that the man
himself pronounced it cup-si-net, Edward said that it was a Hungarian
name and that the columnist, ignorant fellow, simply didn't know
how to pronounce his own name. Kupchinesque, in our conversation,
it remained.
As someone known as his friend, I was often asked the most rudi
mentary questions about Edward. Is he English? people would ask. Is
he Jevrish? When the man who wrote Edward's obituary for the Times
of London, a Cambridge don who I believe knew Edward longer than
I, called me for information, he said: "He came from railroad money,
didn't he?" Railroad money! Edward would have had a good chortle
about that.
Edward's parents were Eastern European Jewish immigrants who
settled first in Springfield, Massachusetts, then in Philadelphia, where
Edward, the younger of two sons, grew up roaming the streets and
reading his way through the public library. Edward's father was a
cigar maker-Samuel Compers, the first president of the American
Federation of Labor, was head of the cigar makers' union. Edward
looked like his mother, who, though her schooling had been limited,
was a serious reader, especially of Russian and European novels. The
Judaic element in the household could not have been strong; fetch
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ing oysters home for dinner was one of Edward's delightful memories
of a Philadelphia boyhood.
He spoke Yiddish, which he loved for its subtlety and philosophi
cal and comical possibilities. He added to my own Yiddish vocabulary,
bringing to it words that I now find myself using with great frequency,
among them hegdisch (for serious mess), tiness (for grievance),
cacapitze (for altogether trivial stuff). Sometimes he would speak in
YIddish aphorisms; sometimes he would insert the ornately precise
and often quite new to me-word.
'joseph," he said, pointing to three thuggish-looking youths stand
ing on the opposite corner as we emerged one gray winter afternoon
from Bishop's chili parlor on Chicago's light-industrial near West
Side, "note those three schlumgazim."
"I'm afraid I need a subtitle for that word, Edward," I said.
"Schlumgazim," he readily replied, "are highwaymen who, after
stealing your purse, out of sheer malice also slice off your testicles."
Edward honored his Jewishness without observing it. In the same
way, he loved America, with all its philistinism and coarseness, and
he once cited it to me, approvingly, as "the country of the second
chance." He reveled in the country's ethnic variety, its inventiveness,
its mad energy. He loved the sort of American who could build his
own house. He admired Americans when they showed they would not
be buffaloed by ideas put into play by academics or intellectuals (he
was himself, in many of his writings, the world's leading observer of
intellectuals, in both their strengths and foibles). He knew how vast our
count!)' is, how full of surprises: that it contains people hipped on
grammar from Tyler, Texas, people who read through the Loeb Clas
sics in Santa Rosa, California, and people in other unlikely places who
demonstrate heroism, a winning bullheadedness, or r:adical common
sense.
I bring up Edward's love of America because he did not seem
particularly American-in fact, as he once told me, he had deliber
ately set out to make himself European. He had done this, my guess
is, early in life, out of his regard for the older, denseT culture of
Europe. At the University of Pennsylvania, where he was an under
graduate, he majored in French liter:ature. The German social theo
rists-Georg Simmel, Ferdinand Tonnies, and above all Max Weber
later imbued him with a love for Continental thought and for the
German language.
Not long before he died, Edward suggested that I take six months
off to live in France, where I might improve my OhTl French accent. It
seemed a strange suggestion to make to a man in his late fifties who
was juggling three jobs (teaching, writing, and editing). Only later
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did Edward make plain that behind the suggestion was his wish for
me to internationalize mvself-as he had internationalized himself.
His success in this endeavor, 1 should say, was complete. His read
ing, his diet, his manner of dress, much of his thought had become
thoroughly Europeanized. But he had become a European of the
kind that, as T. S. Eliot said, Henry James had become: a man, that is,
of European spirit who belonged to no particular European country.
Edward accomplished what Henry James did not-nor did T. S. Eliot,
who turned himself into an Englishman-which was to keep the
American in himself altogether alive. What was especially impressive
about Edward was that he commanded deep, even intimate knowl
edge of several national cultures without ever losing touch with his own.
In almost every country in Europe, Edward had a wide acquain
tanceship and a few close friendships: Franco Venturi and Arnaldo
Momigliano in Italy, Raymond Aron and others in France, innumer
able scholars in Germany, practically everyone of intellectual impor
tance in England from R. H. Tawney through Audrey Richards to
H. R. Trevor-Roper. (Had he taken up permanent residence in En
gland and become a citizen, he would, I suspect, long ago have been
Sir Edward.) In the last seven or eight years of his life, Edward at
tended conferences at Castel Gandolfo, the summer residence of the
Pope. Edward much admired the Pope for his intelligence and char
acter, and there is reason to believe that his admiration was recipro
cated, my guess is on the selfsame grounds.
Early in our friendship, and long before he began attending the
conferences at Castel Gandolfo, Edward reported a dream to me that
he had had the night before. In the dream he had been made a
cardinal. It was quite wonderful, he said. He wore the red hat and
robes of a cardinal, and he was permitted to roam the inner recesses
of the Vatican, searching its archives in complete freedom. "And you
know, Joseph," he said, "no one asked that I believe any of the
Church's doctrine." He paused, then added, 'Jacques ~1aritain ar
ranged the whole thing."
Edward lived in India for an extended period between 1956 and
1957, and he visited the country every year thereafter until 1967. It
was Edward who introduced me to the splendid books of Nirad C.
Chaudhuri (author of The Autobiography oj an Unknown Indian and
other works) and to the novels of R. K Narayan. Narayan mentions
Edward more than once in his book about America, and, on the only
. occasion we met, gentle man that he is,'Narayan's eyes glowed with
pleasure when I told him I was a friend of Edward Shils. O,ving to his
curiosity and imagination, Edward was able to become not merely
immensely knowledgeable about but quite at home in any culture.
/
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Although Edward earned his living as a social scientist, he had
read more literature than I, a literary man, ever expect to read. I
never mentioned a writer, no matter how minor, whose work he had
not read and whose measure he had not taken. He was a great reader
of novels. He read Dickens over and over again. He regularly re-read
Balzac. He adored Willa Cather. We once had a swell talk about who
was smarter, Proust or james. Our conclusion was that James was
deeper but that, in seeking out a restaurant or anything touching on
practical matters, Proust would have been the more valuable man.
Edward was much taken with George Eliot and thought her particu
larly fine on the jewish family in Daniel Deronda. Shakespeare he felt
was simply beyond discussion-and so we never discussed him. He
taught a course on T. S. Eliot and was very respectful of his ideas
about tradition, a subject to which, in his own writings, Edward was
delicately attuned. Above all novelists, he admired, I believe, Joseph
Conrad. He was impressed not alone with the great Pole's penetra
tion but with his theme of fidelity. Fidelity, in the Conradian sense of
duty before all else, was the ideal by which Edward himself tried to
live. He owned jacob Epstein's powerful bust of Joseph Conrad and
kept it, along with a bust of Max Weber, in the living room of his
Chicago apartment.
Edward's reading of the great writers of all languages was part of
his grounding and his greatness as a social scientist. If Freud said he
learned all he knew from poets, so perhaps ought social scientists to
learn from novelists, though I suspect very few modern social scien
tists do. (Edward, his former student, the distinguished Israeli soci
ologist S. N. Eisenstadt recently told me, came to social science
through literature, not the other way round.) He also felt it his duty
to stay au courant ",'ith contemporary culture, however empty and
irritating he found much of it. Edward did not o",:n a television set
and never turned on his radio. (In an essay for this magazine, he
once referred to the latter as "the wireless," a word I persuaded him
to change.) During the years I knew him, he went only rarely to the
movies, though he had gone much more when he was younger. As a
boy he had been a baseball fan, and he had a complete .knowledge of
the sport up to the year 1930, when he lost interest.
Edward kept in touch with contemporary culture by reading the
New York Times--whose ideological waffling never ceased either to
inflame or to amuse him-and the large number of magazines that I
saved for him. As I would drag a plastic supermarket bag or two filled
'With these magazines into his apartment, he could be depended on
to say something on the order of: 'Joseph, you are my dear friend,
and it is always a great pleasure to see you, but when I look upon
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these wretched magazines you bring along, I realize that even the best
of friendships has its cost." Once the catalogue of a southern univer
sity press was atop these magazines. "Oh, good," he said, "filled, I am
sure, with announcements of biographies of Shoeless Jim Hopkins
and other great southern politicians."
I was regularly astonished at how much Edward was able to get out
of the magazines I brought him. Some magazines he read just to keep
himself abreast, as he said, of the what the dogs were up to. He
enjoyed my referring to the Chronicle oj Higher Education, a dreary
journal that reports on university life, as Pravda, by which I meant
that, like the Russian paper under the Communists, everything, to
hear the Chronicle tell it, was going just splendidly. Edward was too
sensible to read much of what I brought him all the way through. But
by efficient skimming, gleaning, reading first and last paragraphs, he
always caught the chief point and quickly penetrated through the
smoke of intellectual obfuscation to find the deep illogic or empty
complaint at the heart of the writer's composition.
As a scholar and social philosopher, Edward taught Hegel and
Hobbes, Tocqueville and Weber, and he wrote papers on nationalism
and civil society, on the primordial and the traditional. But as an
intellectual he was interested in the popularization of ideas. Although
he didn't write often for the intellectual magazines, except for THE
AMERICAN SCHOlAR and in earlier years for Encounter, he liked to keep a
hand in. He always knew who the passing figures were, and he was
able astutely to gauge their quality. Of Camille Paglia, for example,
he commented, "She is more intelligent than her beliefs." Not long
after I first met Edward, he called Christopher Lasch "a good gradu
ate student whose unconcentrated anger would never allow him to
become much more than that." By way of placing someone at his own
university, he said, "I fear he believes Richard Rorty is a deep
thinker." I once heard him upbraid his son for taking a course at
Northwestern University in which one of the books on the syllabus
was David Halberstam's The Best and the Brightest. 'That," said Edward,
"is a book one reads in an airport." Hannah Arendt, Allan Bloom,
Susan Sontag, the Frankfurt School, the New York intellectuals,
Michel Foucault-in the matter of contemporary intellectuals and
academic savants, Edward knew whom not to get excited about.
He could be deadly in his deflationary ·remarks. I enjoyed these
stiletto thrusts greatly, not only because they were done with great
economy and insight-of a troublemaking don at Cambridge, he
once said to me that his speciality was inserting bullets in other men's
guns-but because they had superior perspective behind them. The
three large intellectual influences on his own life were the economist
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Frank Knight and the sociologist Robert Park, both of whom he
encountered as a young man at the University of Chicago, and Max
Weber, against whose work, I believe, Edward measured his own writ
ing. Good though he knew it was, he nonetheless found, by this
measure, his ovro writing wanting.
Among contemporary writers and scholars, Edward much admired
V. S. Naipaul, Arnaldo Momigliano, Philip Larkin, Peter Brown,
Owen Chadwick, Franco Venturi, Barbara Pym, E. H. Gombrich,
and Elie Kedourie. He greatly respected Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn,
Sidney Hook, and Hilton Kramer for their tenacity in doing battle
with liars. He was death on intellectual fraudulence. But he attacked
it less through his writings, which are not notable for personal attack,
than in conversation. About a famous, still-living American sociologist
who in his style and manner made pretense to being upper-class,
Edward once remarked to me: "I'll say this about X. At least he never
takes undue advantage of being Jewish." He one day told me that a
Nevv- York in tellectual had announced to him that, in Israeli politics,
he was of the war party. "Yes," said Edward, with a nod and the
peculiar set he could give to his jaw. "Israel will go to war and he'll go
to the party."
Edward not only spoke his mind but could be very confronta
tional. At a dinner party, I once introduced him to the English jour
nalist Henry Fairlie. "Mr. Fairlie, good to meet you," Edward said.
"You wrote some brilliant things in the 1950s. [It was then, I should
explain, the late 1970s.] Now, I understand you have become a social
ist. Please explain yourself." Fairlie said that what had brought about
his conversion was hearing Michael Harrington lecture in Chicago.
"Michael Harrington in Chicago," said Edward, without smile or
pause, "surely a case of worst comes to worst." Fairlie, pretty well
lubricated by alcohol, went off, feeling no pain.
Edward could also be immensely courteous, holding back his true
opinions, when he was fond of people in whose company he found
himself. But in other surroundings he would say precisely what he
thought. Since he held no received opinions whatsoever, this could
often be dangerous. Someone at a party might express admiration for
a particular novelist, which might cause Edward to ask that person-a
married man or woman-if he or she then apprm'ed of adultery,
since the novelist in question clearly did. Many of the icons of our day
never came close to finding a place in his pantheon. He believed 1. F.
Stone's Stalinism shouldn't have been so quickly forgotten. He didn't
consider Isaiah Berlin great, but merely charming, a man who often
wanted courage because he was intellectually hostage to certain Ox
ford dons. The only contemporary American social scientists he
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spoke about with respect were James Q. Wilson and Edward Banfield,
who he thought had retained the fundamental common sense that
contemporary social science seemed able to extrude from most of its
adherents. Such outspokenness made him many enemies, for his witty
darts not only hit but often got back to their targets.
Edward founded, and for more than twenty-five years edited, the
magazine Minerva, a review devoted to science, higher education, and
policy. (He was also, along with his friend Leo Szilard, one of the
presiding spirits of the Bulletin 0/ the Atomic Scientists.) To say Edward
edited Minerva is, however, to indulge in euphemism. He really wrote
most of it, often under the names of living contributors, for his own
high standards forced him into heavily editing if not actually rewriting
the manuscripts he had accepted for publication.
1 have seen some of his letters to Minerva contributors. One
which I do not have before me-was to a young left-wing woman in
Canada, to whom Edward wrote that he was much impressed with the
research in the article she had sent him. Then he added (1 am para
phrasing from memory): "It is only the opinions expressed in the
article that I despise. If you would agree to remove these opinions, 1
shall be pleased to publish your article. If you feel the article still in
need of opinions, 1 shall of course be only too glad to supply my own."
He told another con tributor that he would agree to publish his article
if he would remove its barbarous academic jargon. The man ,Hote
back to say that he wouldn't at all mind removing the jargon, which
was, he supposed, really a matter of taste. This caused Edward to shoot
back a note saying, ''Yes, it is only a matter of taste-good versus bad
taste." "I take the leather whip to my contributors," he once said to
me, "but it doesn't seem to matter. They have steel bottoms."
I appear to be Boswelling my friend Edward, but perhaps this is not
inappropriate, because he often seemed to me very Johnsonian. Ed
ward himself loved Samuel Johnson. He admired Johnson's gravity, a
word that Edward himself frequently used to explain his regard for
certain \\'Titers. Marguerite Yourcenar was one such writer. Theodore
Dreiser was another. In Edward's view, Dreiser was a much greater
\\'Titer than E. M. Forster, whom Edward knew when both were fellows
at King's College, because his writing had greater gravity.
An engraving of John Opie's portrait of Johnson faced Edward's
desk in his apartment in Chicago. Edward shared with Johnson that
unteachable intellectual quality known as authority, a quality that
in both men derived from their moral centeredness. Both knew where
they stood, and the mere fact of their standing where they did
made the ground beneath them firm. Like Johnson, Edward
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came into his authority young. In his book The Torment of Secrecy,
written when he was in his middle forties, availing himself of this au
thority, he could persuade by the power of undeniable assertion.
Edv,,'ard's apartment, on the ninth floor of a neo-Tudor skyscraper
on Stony Island Avenue, had none of the squalor ofJohnson's various
abodes. Across from Jackson Park, in sight of the Museum of Science
and Industry, with a spectacular view of Lake Michigan, it was roughly
five blocks from his office in the Social Sciences Building at the
University of Chicago. Its floors were covered with Oriental carpets,
about which he knew a good deal; its walls, just about all of them,
were lined "i.th books, about which he knew everything. Eight-foot
high bookcases extending along the length of both sides of the front
hall were the first things that struck one on entering this apartment.
The living room was similarly lined with bookcases. The books were
organized by subject matter: political philosophy in the hall; religion,
European and ancient history in the living room. Reference works
the OED, the Britannica (eleventh edition), the DNB, and various spe
cialized dictionaries-were in a bookcase opposite his desk and in a
revolving bookcase alongside the desk. The dining-room table was
generally at least half-eovered with manuscripts, correspondence, and
bills, ,·"hich he tended to pay with a rhythm all his own.
Another hallway, this one leading to his bedroom, held books on
India and things Asian. His bedroom was the place for literature.
Here one found handsome sets of the great writers: Hazlitt, his be
loved Dickens, Balzac, many French writers in Pleiade editions, all the
Russians. By his bedside were the Christian mystics and wisdom writ
ers. Social science was in the guest bedroom; a second desk and office
(once meant to be a maid's room) contained books on higher educa
tion. Closets harbored back issues of Horizon and other journals. The
kitchen and two of the three bathrooms were the only rooms devoid
of bookcases, though the bathroom in which he bathed always had
eight or ten books and a few magazines at the back ledge of the tub
for him to read while soaking.
All the furniture was carefully chosen for its subdued elegance and
feeling for tradition. In the li'ving room, along with the Jacob Epstein
bust of Conrad and the bust of Max Weber, was a self-portrait by
Epstein; the few feet of wall space in this room not covered by book
cases were dominated by Piranesi prints. The coat closet in the hall
contained two red fezzes, one for Edward and the other for his son,
Adam, obtained in Egypt when Adam was a child of seven or eight.
Another closet farther dO'v\n the hall was set up as a wine cellar of
sorts, \,'ith bottles of champagne, Jack Daniels, and various quite good
wines; cigar boxes were on an enclosed shelf atop still more books.
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The kitchen was set up for a serious cook, which Edward was. A
vast quantity of spices, teas, superior knives, and other rather elabo
rate kitchen technology lined the walls; a worktable was in the center
of the room. Edward was a gourmand, someone who not only likes
delicacies but plenty of them. Apart from books, Edward's other ex
travagance was for what 'Wallace Stevens, in a letter, called "fancy
groceries." Unlike Stevens, Edward could fabricate elegant dishes as
well as devour them.
I always thought of his cooking-a melange of splendid Central
European dishes-as Edwardo-Hapsburg. It was immensely rich and
flavorful, with no bow in the direction of odious healthy eating; the
word cholesterol never passed his lips. He made marvelous soups (rich
minestrone, thick bean and barley, dark lentil and sausage), he often
began meals with smoked salmon, and he provided fine main
courses, notable among them an aubergine (never, by Edward, called
eggplant) dish known as "the Imam swoons": whether he swooned at
the wonderful taste or at the expense of the ingredients, Edward once
explained, was not clear. Meals generally ended with refreshing fresh
fruit salads. Until near the very end, he never permitted help from
guests, either in the kitchen or in the matter of cleaning up.
The conversation at these meals was quite as rich as the food.
Subjects I recall included the work of the KGB in England; the fate of .
books among the beetles and in the steamy climate of India; the great
bookstores of Philadelphia in the early decades of this century; mad
old Trotskyists; and great scholars and their eccentricities. At table,
talking about the splendors of the old British postal system, he once
told about a letter from India addressed "Edward Shils, Sociologist,
England" that was actually delivered to him. The last large meal in
company I had at Edward's was prepared not by him but by his friend
and neighbor in Cambridge, Thomas Moffett, who had retired as a
butler at Peterhouse, where Edward was an honorary fellow, and who
had come to Chicago to care for Edward in his illness. Everyone at
that dinner told a story about creme brulee, which was our dessert.
All I could contribute was that a sympathetic reviewer of one of my
books compared my prose to creme brulee, saying it was very rich
stuff, but you don't want to take too much of it in one sitting .
On the matter of food, as on that of books and friendship, Ed\vard
exercised very little restraint. I often took him shopping. Edward did
not drive a car (nor did he type or use a computer) but he knew all
the city's streets and the best places to buy the finest things. As a man
who knew all the major cities. of the world-he was always a great
walker-he would gently mock Chicago for its crudity, but, clearly, he
also loved the city.
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We generally began north at the Paulina Market, easily the best
butcher shop in the city, an establishment that would cause a vegetar
ian to faint, with its more than fifteen-yard-long display cases of loins
and links, steaks and chops, meats smoked and cured. It is run by a
third generation of German working-class men, chiefly from the sur
rounding neighborhood. Many of its butchers knew Edward and
called him "Professor." Professor was what he was called, too, at the
N & G Produce Market, where he would pick among the vegetables
and fruits, always paying his bill by check, and where he had talked
the owner's son out of becoming a dental technician and into staying
in the family business. We would cross the street to buy olive oil and
cheese. Occasionally we would have lunch, always upstairs, at the
Greek Islands on Halsted, where Edward was greeted as "Perfetcher"
by the sons of the original owners, whom he also knew. Sometimes we
would stop on Taylor Street for an Italian ice, which we ate in the car
as we watched the passing parade of young Mexicans, Italians, and
blacks. On the way back south, we would stop at Bruno's, the
Lithuanian bakery, where Edward would buy the weighty and coarse
textured rye bread he favored.
Edward admired few things more than shopkeepers. He was im
pressed by their courage in staking everything on their small busi
nesses. A beautiful shop, locally owned, such as the Italian ceramics
shop Tutti Italia that was in my own neighborhood, set him vibrating
every time we entered it together. Along with making a point of
telling its young owner how elegantly everything was set out, he always
bought an item or two. He once told me that he judged any city by
the number of interesting blocks of shops it provided. London and
Paris were the hands-down winners here.
Edward also admired working men and women. He once surprised
me by telling me how large the sum was that he contributed to the
staff of janitors, doormen, and receiving-room clerks in his building.
He had himself been pleased, many years before, at having been
mistaken by another tenant in his building, an older woman, for "the
city engineer." What pleased him was being taken for an honest work
ing man of great competence, for he much valued competence wher
ever he came upon it. In this, as in other ways-his intellectual fear
lessness as well as his physique-he resembled H. L. Mencken, who
wrote: "Competence, indeed, was my chief admiration, then as now,
and next to competence I put what is called being a good soldier
that is, not whining."
Edward took particular interest in Chicago's ethnic character. He
enjoyed the ethnic carnival, which meant not only ethnic differences
but generalizations about those differences. He was certainly not to
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be stopped in this mild pleasure by contemporary political correct
ness. (Besides, he truly judged people on their merits and so had no
need to worry about being thought prejudiced.) He loved such comic
ethnic distinctions as: the difference between a Hungarian and a
Romanian was that both would sell you their grandmothers but the
Romanian wouldn't deliver. Like Mencken again, he didn't mind
calling a Krauto-American a Krauto-American. He had great regard
for the Poles, Lithuanians, and other Eastern Europeans who had
settled in Chicago, and he much respeCled the tidiness with which
they kept their houses and lawns. He thought that the blacks had
been sold a very sad bill of goods that allowed them to believe in their
own victimhood. He was particularly hard on his own, the Jews; and
on pretentious Jewish intellectuals he was hardest of all.
Edward's once great respect for intellectuals and academics had
dwindled considerably after the 1960s. More and more he tended to
think of academics and intellectuals as essentially quacks pushing
untested ideas at no personal risk. For those true scholars-Arnaldo
Momigliano, Gershom Scholem, Peter Brown, Paul Oskar Kristeller,
Jacques Barzun-Edward had great regard. But for those to whom the
least fraudulence adhered-names on request-he was merciless in
his criticism. He frequently reverted to the Yiddish words chachem and
chachema, meaning greatly learned wise man or woman, always used
sarcastically, to refer to the false wise men and women of our day. His
list of the false contemporary chachemin would put the lights out in
several major universities.
He once told me that, had he the chance of beginning life again,
he might choose a career in the military. I know he much enjoyed his
years during World War II, when he was seconded to the British army
to interrogate captured German soldiers. I, for one, am glad he was a
teacher. A life in the military might not have given him the opportu
nity to stock his mind as richly as he was able to stock it as a university
professor. The best, though still poor, analogy I can come up with for
Edward's mind is that of the magician's glass, out of which the magi
cian takes hardy swallow after hardy swallow. When the glass is set
down, mirabile dictu, it turns out to be still full to the brim. It seemed
there was nothing Edward did not know, nothing he ever forgot: until
the very last, I never knew him to stumble in his memory of a name or
title of a book. Vast quantities of literature, history, philosophy, anec
dotes, jokes-all were neatly filed away in his mind, which also con
tained a mental Rolodex that began around the year 1000 B.C. with, so
far as I could determine, no names missing.
I make Edward sound a walking vade mecum, which, true enough,
in part he was. But none of this would have been of the least interest
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if he hadn't had a mind capable of great powers of penetration and
formulation. He amply demonstrated this on serious subjects-na
tionalism, civil society, tradition, collective consciousness-in his
books. But his conversation glittered with his rich verbal gifts; his
vocabulary was, for me, a continuous delight, full of surprising twists
and turns. (He was endlessly curious about the etymology of phrases
and idioms.) He might call a man "an ignorant zealot," not a phrase
much used in our century. Scruffy neighborhood kids playing with
untied gym shoes and baseball hats on backwards he might refer to as
our jeunesse doree. I once described an acquaintance of ours to him as
rat-faced. "Yes," said Edward, "now that you mention it, he is rather
rodential." Rodentiab--who else but Edward would have thought of
such a word, which sounds like an insurance company for mice.
His metaphor-making powers were dazzling. Sometimes these
could take an oddly-for so urban a man-rural character, as when,
in one of his books, he described congressmen as "fidgety as a hen
atop a nest of woodpeckers." He used to refer to his friend Melvin
Lash, whose editing of Encounter he much respected and whom he
frequently attempted to advise, "as a dog who knows seven languages
and obeys in none. " More often, his metaphors were brilliant in their
ornateness. He likened the condition of his French to a set of crystal
in a glass cabinet after a bombing raid on London in 1943 (which
didn't stop him from reading sixteen volumes of Tocqueville's letters
in fewer than three weeks).
Once, at a meeting of the Editorial Board of THE A,,,rERlCAN
SCHOL~, on which Edward sat for eighteen years, one of the members
questioned the function of the board. She wondered if it wasn't, in
her words, 'Just window dressing." "Allow me," Edward began, "to
take up Mrs. Trilling's fenestral metaphor. One has a window. One
acquires a shade for it. Curtains. Perhaps a cornice. Possibly venetian
blinds. Drapes may be in order. I suppose all that is window dressing.
Yes, we, his Editorial Board, are, in some sense, Mr. Epstein's window
to a "ider outlook on the world. But you know,just because one has a
"''indow, that doesn't mean that one wants to look out of it all the
time. Mr. Epstein doesn't, after all, have to refer to us, his Editorial
Board, ceaselessly." That, I should say, is worthy of Henry James.
The flow of wit in Edward was unsurpassed by anyone I expect ever
to meet. A rather pretentious Czech friend once told me that, in the
old days, before the advent of the Communists, his father, a high
bourgeois, never shaved himself. "More likely the truth is," said Ed
ward, when I reported this to him, "his father shaved his mother."
'Y\'hen the University of Chicago had a rather embarrassing faculty
member who had years before gained tenure, Edward suggested to
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Robert Hutchins that the university acquire a bungalow in Gary, Indi
ana, and make this man dean of the University of Chicago at Gary,
with no students and no responsibilities whatsoever. I called him in
the midst of his preparing an elaborate dinner for an important
figure at the University of Chicago, about which he commented: "I
don't know why I bother. If he really cared about good food, he
would surely have left his wife years ago_" He once described a certain
intellectual to me as "a rabid anti-Communist"; then, after a perfectly
timed pause, he added, 'Wait a minute-so am 1."
Edward was very generous about my own attempts at wit, and he
frequently improved on them. The University of Illinois at Chicago
was for many years known as Circle Campus, sometimes called Circle,
and I took to calling it Vicious Circle. Edward thought this quite
amusing, though he turned up the joke a full notch by referring to
the school as Old Vish. In company, he was always asking me to tell
my jokes, and I would learn that, behind my back, he was telling a few
of them himself and was giving me credit for having invented them.
Being with Edward was endlessly amusing. Once he arranged for
me to be invited to a formal dinner at the University of Chicago in
honor of his friend john Sparrow, then the Warden of All Souls
College, Oxford. At the time, I did not own a tuxedo, and Edward's
"soup and fish," as he jokingly called his dinner clothes, were in
Cambridge. I told him I would acquire two tuxedos from a place that
rented them. 'Very well,joseph," he said, "but sometl1ing simple, you
know-no rock 'n' roll, no pimpery." When I explained to the man at
the tuxedo rental shop what was wanted-two simple sets of black
dinner clothes, shawl collars, shirts, and cummerbunds-he said, "No
problem" and then proceeded to call his downtown office and ask for
"two Tony Martins." At drinks, before the dinner itself, Edward
slipped up behind me and whispered in my ear, 'Joseph, comforting,
is it not, to know one is wearing one's own socks."
Edward was, as I noted earlier, a man on whom nothing was lost,
and the subtlety of his obseI\lations seems to me often astonishing.
"He is a man who often laughs but in between seldom smiles," he
once said to me of Saul Bellow. He admired the economists of the
University of Chicago, trained under Jacob Viner and Frank Knight;
and he had spent more than half a century in the company of Milton
Friedman and George Stigler and found both to be men of superior
intelligence. But he felt that the Chicago economists, brilliant though
they could be, were insufficiently impressed with the mysteries of life.
It was these mysteries-the role of the primordial, the part tradition
plays-that most stirred him, and he struggled with the questions that
they posed till the very end of his own life. "Take me home, joseph,"
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he said to me, rather wearily one night as we were departing the
Hong Minh restaurant on Twenty-second Street in Chicago's China
town. "I need to return to my desk to invent more stories about how
society is organized."
Edward made it a point to introduce me to anyone he found
interesting or charming. Many of these people I met at dinners he
had prepared, and a vast number of them were Europeans: Leszek
Kolakowski, Erica Reiner (the editor of the AsS)Tian dictionary at the
Oriental Institute), the grandson of Theodor Mommsen, Hugh
Lloyd:Jones, who was then the Regius Professor of Greek at Oxford.
But on November 12, 1976, according to my journal, he invited me
over to meet Arnaldo Momigliano. "One of the most charming men I
have ever met," reads my journal entry of the next day. "Small,
muffled in what seemed like many layers of clothes, peeping out at the
world from behind glasses of plate-glass thickness, he proved a man of
wit and of sweet humor and of great intellectual power; and along
with all this, an absolute thesaurus of information. He is, as he
remarked of himself, very much a Piedmontese. A lovely accent [it
resembled Bela Lugosi playing Dracula], many fine gestures with his
hands, a rumpled appearance, a penetrating mind-all combine in a
personage at once formidable and adorable. Edward noted me gazing
at him in admiration. We looked at each other, Edward and I, and
smiled."
Arnaldo Momigliano was, in the truest sense, Edward's only peer.
Arnaldo, who had been forced into exile by the Italian Fascists, found
an intellectual home in England. He and Edward shared the interna
tional spirit in scholarship and in life. He was the only man who
seemed to know as much as Edward, though Edward always advertised
Arnaldo as knowing much more. Neither, in my presence, ever called
the other by his first name. Edward referred to Arnaldo as Professor
Momigliano, and Arnaldo, in the European manner, often referred
to Edward as Shils.
Twice a year we traveled to AMERICAN SCHOlAR Editorial Board meet
ings as a threesome. Walking through O'Hare and LaGuardia-Ed
ward with his walking stick, Arnaldo with his crushed BorsaIino hat
I always felt that we resembled the intellectual equivalent of the Marx
Brothers, with me as Zeppo, far and away the dimmest of the lot.
Edward looked after Arnaldo, who was less confIdent of his way and
who had to be frisked at airport security because he wore a pace
maker. Arnaldo had various airplane tickets, newspaper clippings,
and foreign letters pinned to him or sticking out of his pockets. He
always carried what looked to be roughly three pounds of keys-I do
not exaggerate-to various apartments, offices, and library carrels
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around the world. Such a disorderly exterior, such an orderly mind.
A certain amount of Arnaldo's and Edward's conversation, having
to do ""ith such (to me) arcana as founders of Romanian folklore or
classicists in the Soviet Union, floated amiably above my head. Usu
ally, though, I found it most amusing. I remember one conversation
about a student whom Edward and Arnaldo agreed was altogether too
good-looking ever to become a true scholar-they were perfectly seri
ous about this. When one of Arnaldo's best students left the Univer
sity of Chicago for Princeton, both he and Edward were disappointed,
and Arnaldo said, wistfully, "Ah, aJewish boy, the Ivy League beckons,
what do you expect?"
Edward had brought Arnaldo to the University of Chicago as
something like a permanent visiting professor and argued for his.
remaining there when the administration, failing to be properly
impressed with his greatness, wanted to release him at normal re
tirement age. Edward took personal responsibility for him. When
Arnaldo's bad heart condition worsened, Edward, the Jewish grand
mother in him kicking in, moved Arnaldo out of the room he occu
pied at the faculty club and into his own more capacious apartment.
There, "'/ith an oxygen tank in his room, Arnaldo continued to see his
students until he returned to England, alas, to die. Edward cooked
for him and did his laundry and looked after all his needs. I recall
Glen Bowersock, a dear friend of Arnaldo's, saying that he had never
seen anything quite like the way Edward looked after Arnaldo--usu
ally a lesser man might look after a greater, but here was one great
man extending himself completely for another.
Had things worked out the other way round, I am fairly sure that
Arnaldo would not have done the same for Edward. I say this not in
the least to disparage Arnaldo but to highlight the extraordinary
generosity of which Edward was capable. Through the son of a friend
who had been a student at Cambridge, where Edward kept a small
house on Tennis Court Road near his college, Peterhouse, I recently
learned that Edward was thought a tightwad. This came from his
sometimes taking leftover desserts home from college lunches and
serving them for dinner at his own table. At the Greek Islands Restau
rant, he used to have the waiters put the extra lemons and unused
bread into a bag that he would take home. But these were habits of
Edward's Depression-era mentality:'-he simply hating seeing food go
to waste.
At the same time that he would take home bread and lemons, he
would give-not loan, give--a graduate student ten thousand dollars
to help her finish a difficult final year of her studies. He might give
another young couple a five-thousand-dollar Christmas gift, merely
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because he wanted them to know he loved them. He was immensely
generous to his own son and daughter-in-law and, had they permitted
it, would have done even more for them.
Edward was even more generous with his time. He would see
students at aU hours. He would take them to restaurants. He lavished
great care-and vast quantities of his green ink (Mr. Alfred's [Dun
hill] Ink for Writing Instruments)-on the papers they wrote for his
classes. He was sometimes contemptuous of how little his colleagues
seemed to do by way of imposing standards on their graduate stu
dents' dissertations. If you \\Tote a dissertation under Edward, you
were sent to the south of England, thence to Sumatra and back, but
when you were done, you really knew everything about your subject.
Many a student must have left his apartment, heart weighted down
Vvith a list of another thirty tomes he would have to plough through
and head spinning from having discovered that, to take the next
logical step in his studies, he would have to learn Polish. But, if the
student was fundamentally sound, he would know that what Edward
had asked him to do was right.
.
Edward's effect on me was inevitably to make intellectual effort
seem worthwhile. He was like a great ship captain in Conrad, not
standing at the helm, but seated at his desk at all hours, working
through the problems he had set himself as a young man and felt he
had not exhausted. He was a man who seemed to get by with four or
five hours of sleep. One might drop him off at ten at night, and he
would get in another three hours at his desk: making corrections on
student papers, perhaps working on the ninth draft of an essay, dic
tating letters, or writing lengthy testimonials for students and friends
for jobs, grants, and further schooling.
A testimonial from Edward could be a dangerous thing. The prob
lem was that Edward not only had standards, which are easy enough
to possess, but he applied them, which is not so easy. He might praise
a student, or a former student now in his forties or fifties, for honor
ableness, upstandingness, and industry but not for being deeper than
Goethe, more briUiant than Stendhal, or subtler than Proust, and the
absence of these qualities could be dampening in the current infla
tionary academic testimonial market. At the same time, a recen t stu
dent of his told me that Edward had v.rritten him a brilliant many
paged testimonial showing how his, the student's, own work made
him a perfect fit historically for the sociology department to which he
had applied. Edward knew the history of this department, I have no
doubt, better than anyone currently in it.
As Henry James could never lie about art, so Edward could never
lie about intellect. His high standards caused him truly to anguish
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something of a conscience in these matters, but the truth is that
people don't feel the need of such a conscience, least of all those who
are flourishing quite nicely without this important, invisible organ of
the spirit.
Courage has its price, though Edward would have dismissed the
notion that he was ever genuinely courageous. When he gave the
Jefferson Lecture in 1979, he chose as his subject the regrettable
incursions of the federal government into higher education. People
afterwards told him that it had taken courage to say what he thought.
Not at all, he responded; it takes courage in the Soviet Union or in
South Africa to say what one thinks, not in the United States.
The price of Edward's courage was loneliness. He was not only
excluded from the inner councils at the University of Chicago, but he
was invited out less and less. He maintained some friendships at the
university, but increasingly his life was spent among students and a
few friends not in positions of any power. His many English and
European friendships bucked up his spirits. Heysed to say that, if his
son and three or four friends didn't live in Chicago, he would have
retired permanently to England.
Luckily for me, he never did. His friendship and wisdom meant a
very great deal to me. I used to check in with him regularly on
subjects about which I was writing and found him unfailingly helpful.
He once told me that, without the element of personal intellectual
progress, life was pretty empty, a notion especially useful for anyone
who teaches and hence is tempted to repeat himself endlessly. An
other time he recited for me the four intellectual possibilities: to be
unoriginal but right; to be original but wrong; to be unoriginal and
wrong (the most common possibility); and, rarest of all, of course, to
be original and right. He always asked me what I was reading; and I
could not mistake the slight disappointment in his voice when I
reported reading at length a writer who he thought not really worth
the time: the last such, to give an idea of Edward's standard, was
Elizabeth Bishop.
. If I have made Edward out to be lonely-without the large family
hfe he would have enjoyed, with a vastly attenuated connection to the
university where he had taught for more than fifty years-I don't want
to make him sound tragic. His curiosity was too wide, his mind too
lively for him ever to seem a broken reed. He knew how to take
pleasure from the everyday delights life provided: good food, good
books, good friends. "Through all my days I have never known more
than momentary boredom," he once told me. With his mind, bore
dom was not really a possibility.
Edward never degraded the material life. Up to the very end, he
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remained an enthusiastic collector of books. He would go into Will
iams-Sonoma to buy some kitchen tsvtchke, knowing full well he needed
it, as he said, like a loch in kop. He claimed that acquiring new things
gave one a sense of futurity, of life continuing, no matter what one's
age. His own age, once he reached his middle seventies and beyond,
became a standing joke with him. "As the United States seems to have
passed, as Bryce remarked, from barbarism to decadence without
attaining civilization," he once told me, "so I seem to have gone from
ignorance to wisdom without ever having been considered very intelli
gent." Once, when two former students of his from the 1930s came to
visit him, men now in their seventies, he capped his report of their
visit by saying to me, with his winning smile, "Nice boys."
Edward had extraordinary physical gifts. He could keep later
hours, eat more and spicier food, talk longer, and get up the next day
in much better fettle than I or just about anyone else I knew. His
energy remained amazing until his illness. I always thought he would
die in England of a heart attack. I thought I would receive a call, and
a voice in a gentle English accent would tell me that Edward had died
in his sleep or, better, at his desk. "I want to go with my boots on," he
told me more than once. "No tubes up my nose, lashed to three IVs,
strangers milling about."
What he died of was cancer: colon cancer metastasized to the liver.
(He might have said, like the archbishop in Willa Cather's novel, "1
shall die of having lived.") Although he was eighty-three when the
cancer was discovered, he enrolled himself for the full-blast regimen
of chemotherapy. After the first rounds proved ineffective, he signed
up for a second, this time experimental, round. When people who
knew what he was going through asked how he was, he replied, "Apart
from dying of cancer, I feel just fine." He was only intermittently in
great pain, but chemotherapy can be to cancer what psychoanalysis
often is to neurosis: the illness, as Karl Kraus said, for which it pur
ports to be the cure.
Edward must have lost fifty pounds, his eyes stared out of his head,
he began to shuffle, he looked particularly fragile from behind.
Whereas before the intrusion of cancer, Edward, for the twenty-odd
years I knew him, seemed a permanent age sixty, he now looked all of
his eighty-four years and more. Among the other penalties exacted by
cancer-by the chemotherapy, really-was that he lost his sense of
taste. He told me that he would fantasize about dishes, then order
them or prepare them himself, only to find most of them tasteless.
One day I brought, at his request, a jar of spinach borscht called
schav, which he ate with great dollops of sour cream. "I don't know
how much longer I'll be alive," he said to me, "but however long it
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might be, I shall never eat this horrible soup again." Our last meal
together, before he took to his bed, was a cold smoked pheasan t
followed by a special brand of chocolate ice cream, each of us eating.
the latter out of separate pint-sized containers.
Edward told me that he felt he had, over the years, acquired the
character to face death without terror. And so he did, little as he
wished to leave life. Except for only occasional lapses into delirium,
he kept his lucidity to the end. The extreme weight loss caused the
very shape of his face to change. His nose, which was normally fleshy
at the end, now came to seem longish and slightly aquiline, which
made him look like a very distinguished Roman senator. To me his
face always suggested great playfulness, and I have seen him in a state
of intellectual passion, after a day of solid work at his desk, when he
seemed to me nothing less than radiant. But he never seemed more
beautiful than at the end of his life. Until the end, he continued to .
see students. Old friends, my "'ife among them, came in a week or so
before his death to bid him good-bye. As my wife said, he did all the
work: telling her how much her friendship had meant to him, how he
would miss her, instructing her not to grieve for him but to remem
ber the lovely times they had had together. I had taken to kissing his
forehead when I came into or departed his bedroom. He would lift
my hand to his mouth and smile.
Four or so weeks before he died, I told him that he had been a
very good friend, the best friend I expected ever to have. He told me
that I had been a dear friend to him as well and added the qualifica
tion: "even though we rarely spoke together of things of the heart." I
tried not to show shock at this, and I have since pondered its meaning.
We shared a happy intellectual candor, as only two people whose
general views are congruent can. From early in our friendship, we
told one another the amount of fees we collected for lectures and for
magazine pieces or what we paid for this or that article of clothing or
meal. I felt there was nothing I could not say to him about other
people, we could even analyze the personalities of persons we both
admired, and, such was his tact, I never had to tell him that anything
I said was entre naus-he could make those delicate judgments nicely
enough on his own. Our loyalty to each other was complete. And yet,
at the end, Edward felt that "we rarely spoke of things of the heart."
What did he mean?
V\'hat he meant, I have come to believe, was that we chose not to
speak to each other, except in the most fleeting way, of our doubts
and disappointments and griefs. We didn't, in part because neither of
us was therapeutic in our impulses-better, we both felt, to eat than
to spill the beans-and in pan because we each lived by a code in
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which a man does not whine or weep, even on the shoulder of his
dearest friend.
Edward applied his own high standards to himself, and if he
found so many contemporaries wanting, he knew that, as good as he
was, he was not as good as he wanted to be. He left unfinished vastly
ambitious manuscripts; and as excellent as his published work was, he
always felt it could have been better. In his intellectual life, Edward
suffered what I used to think of as encyclopedism: he wished to get all
around every subject he took up. This could make him sometimes
garrulous in conversation and cause him to bring in manuscripts
forty or fifty pages longer than the possible outer limits of the space
available. He was immensely tolerant of my editing of his manu
scripts, which chiefly entailed radical cutting, and he used to joke
about bringing out a book consisting entirely of things that I had cut
from his essays. (I gave the book the working title From the Abattoir
Floor.) Powerful as so much of his writing is, and permanent though I
believe his contribution to the study of society has been, he would, I
do not doubt, have preferred to have left behind a single masterwork.
But, alas, he didn't. It was not something we talked about.
He hungered, too, for a richer family life than he had. He loved
the idea of Christmas, for example, though he didn't do much about
it; and his notions here may have derived as much from Dickens as
from the sad reality of the rather hopeless binge of gift giving that
this holiday has become. By the time I knew him, Edward had long
been divorced, though he had had chief responsibility for raising his
only child. In all the time I knew him, he never told me that he had
been married t\.\.rice, and I only learned this from an enemy of his who
told it to me to spite him. Yet, such are the paradoxes in the human
heart that, despite his love of family, Edward may have been one of
nature's true bachelors, with his frequent travel to international con
ferences, his penchant for working at all hours, and his domestic
schedule open to invasion by students, visiting scholars, and old
friends.
Along with his hunger for family, Edward had a genuine regard
for religion. He once described himself to a devout Catholic acquain
tance as a "pious agnostic." He just couldn't make the leap into faith.
I don't think this was by any means the central drama in his life.
Faithfulness to his own exacting standards provided that. But he be
lieved in religion, as he believed in family, because he thought both
enhanced society by strengthening its bonds, preserving its traditions,
making it deeper and richer. We spoke often of these things, Edward
and I, but usually in a detached rather than a personal way.
Any but a fatuous man will be disappointed by his own life-will
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feel that he could have done more and better than he did. The truer
test is whether a man has disappointed others. An entry from my
journal of April 13, 1973, very soon after I first met Edward, reads:
Dinner last evening with Edward Shils. Always a pleasure: very good food,
even better talk, and a lovely overall feeling of intellectual glow that lasts for
hours aften-vard. What an impressive figure he is, by turns serious, severe,
wildly humorous, marvelously anecdotal, and above all disinterested. vVhile
on the one hand he seems unconnable, on the other he can be-and often
is-a great appreciator.
When Edward was in Chicago, we spoke over the phone every day,
usually for forty minutes or longer. In twenty-two years, we never ran
out of things to say. My problem now is that I still have so many things
to tell him. I remember wanting to call him to laugh together about
the story in the New York Times about Tip O'Neill's pals in North
Cambridge-Skippy McCaffrey, Pinky Sullivan, and Mickey O'Neil
who met to remember their friend Tip at their favorite bar, a story
Edward would have loved. I wanted to call him to tell him the joke I
heard about Yeshiva University's rowing team, on which one man
rows and the other twelve yell. For the remainder of my life I shall
have stories that I shan't be able to tell to Edward, and this V\1.ll make
them less satisfying.
Edward taught me how best to peel an orange, where to buy olive
oil, how to spot inteliectual fraudulence, and how to laugh in dark
times. Since his death, a word, a phrase, a formulation will occur to
. me that has his own lovely comic spin on it, and I know that it is
Edward speaking through me, as he so often did in life. Edward's life
was devoted to the fundamental, the primordial truths we all know
and are ever in danger of forgetting. Chief among them is that only a
life lived with courage, passion, and honor is worth living. This was,
precisely, the life Edward lived, indomitably, right up to the very end.
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